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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 

OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA 

 

 

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF 

TRANSCANADA KEYSTONE PIPELINE, 

LP FOR ORDER ACCEPTING 

CERTIFICATION OF PERMIT ISSUED IN 

DOCKET HP09-001 TO CONSTRUCT THE 

KEYSTONE XL PIPELINE 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

Docket 14-001 

 

DAKOTA RURAL ACTION’S 

MOTION TO SUPPLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD 

 

 

 

 Dakota Rural Action (“DRA”), by and through counsel, hereby moves the South Dakota 

Public Utilities Commission (the “Commission”) for an order supplementing the administrative 

record in these proceedings with an additional relevant document issued by the US Pipeline and 

Hazardous Safety Materials Administration (“PHMSA”) on November 20, 2015, subsequent to 

the evidentiary hearing held in this case. 

Background 

 During the course of the proceedings, DRA has consistently argued that TransCanada 

Keystone Pipeline, LP’s (“TransCanada”) petition for certification should be denied because, for 

among other reasons, TransCanada ignored pipeline safety regulations in the course of 

constructing its pipelines (see, Hearing Transcript, p. 1627). During the evidentiary hearing, 

TransCanada’s president for the Keystone pipeline system, Corey Goulet, was questioned 

concerning incidents occurring with respect to serious corrosion on base Keystone pipeline within 

two years of that pipeline being placed in service (see, Hearing Transcript, p. 362, et seq.). Goulet 

testified that one segment of the base Keystone pipeline, near St. Louis, Missouri, suffered 96.8% 

corrosion of the pipeline wall (see, Hearing Transcript, p. 370, and DRA Exhibit No. 153). 
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 At the time of the hearing, DRA had no knowledge of any proposed action by PHMSA 

against TransCanada relating to the matters Goulet testified about. Subsequent to the hearing, on 

November 20, 2015, PHMSA issued a Notice of Probable Violation, Proposed Civil Penalty, and 

Proposed Compliance Order to TransCanada (“PHMSA Notice”). See attached Exhibit A.1 The 

PHMSA Notice is explicit in referencing the matters to which Goulet testified about in the 

evidentiary hearing: 

“In October 2012, Keystone reported to PHMSA four significant metal loss anomalies from 

an in-line inspection (ILI) requiring immediate pressure reduction and verification digs in 

the Salisbury, Missouri to Patoka, Illinois segment (MP 868 to 1083). The digs validated 

that stray current D.C. interference from foreign pipelines near MP 995 had caused four 

metal loss features over sixty percent deep (97%, 69%, 74%, 61%). The 97% deep anomaly 

left a remaining wall thickness of 0.0120 inch, which is less than 1/64 inch. Keystone 

conducted a close interval survey in December 2011 which had identified cathodic 

protection potentials that were below criteria, along with the existence of interference from 

other pipeline operators in the vicinity. A report, Corrosion Anomaly at MP 995 KS9 

Salisbury to Patoka on Keystone Pipeline (Report), issued on November 21, 2012, 

identified the primary cause of the pitting mechanism as the inadequacy of the original CP 

design. The secondary cause identified was the timeliness of corrective actions that could 

have been accelerated to mitigate the corrosion. 

 

“As a result of the inspection, it appears that TransCanada has committed probable 

violations of the Pipeline Safety Regulations, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.” 

 

Exhibit A, p. 2 (emphasis added). 

 

 Because the PHMSA Notice is directly related to Goulet’s testimony at the evidentiary 

hearing and because it had not been issued by PHMSA prior to the evidentiary hearing, DRA 

submits that it is appropriate to supplement the Commission’s administrative record in these 

proceedings by including the PHMSA Notice as an exhibit of which it takes administrative notice. 

The PHMSA Notice is relevant to contentions made by the parties. 

 

                                                 
1 Available online from PHMSA at: 

http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/documents/320155010/320155010_NOPV%20PCP%20PCO_11

202015_text.pdf  
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Procedural Basis 

 The Commission’s Administrative Rules specifically permit the introduction of 

documentary evidence subsequent to evidentiary hearings. “Documentary evidence may be 

submitted subsequent to the closing of the hearing upon stipulation of the parties or order of the 

commission or presiding officer.” ARSD § 20:10:01:24.03. Of note, counsel for DRA has been 

unable to find any cases discussing the standard to be used by the Commission for accepting the 

submission of additional evidence subsequent to the close of hearing. However, in discussing 

Circuit Court review of administrative decisions, SDCL § 1-26-34 contemplates that a Circuit 

Court may order an administrative agency, such as the Commission, to take additional evidence: 

If, before the date set for hearing, application is made to the court for leave to present 

additional evidence, and it is shown to the satisfaction of the court that the additional 

evidence is material and that there were good reasons for failure to present it in the 

proceeding before the agency, the court may order that the additional evidence be taken 

before the agency upon conditions determined by the court. The agency may modify its 

findings and decision by reason of the additional evidence and shall file that evidence and 

any modifications, new findings, or decisions with the reviewing court. 

 

Hence, SDCL § 1-26-34 would appear to establish the criteria the Commission should use 

in supplementing its administrative record with the PHMSA Notice. Those factors are (1) whether 

the additional evidence is material, and (2) if there were good reasons for failing to present it during 

the proceedings before the Commission. DRA suggests both these rationales are present. First, the 

PHMSA Notice is material to Goulet’s testimony at the hearing in that it evidences PHMSA’s 

view that TransCanada violated pipeline safety regulations – a key contention raised by DRA and 

other intervening parties. Second, a good reason exists for not presenting the PHMSA Notice at 

the evidentiary hearing for the simple reason that PHMSA did not issue the document until 

November 20, 2015, well after the close of the hearing. 
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For these reasons, DRA requests that the Commission take administrative notice of the 

PHMSA Notice and supplement the administrative record in these proceedings with the PHMSA 

Notice. 

  

Respectfully submitted, 

 /s/ Bruce Ellison  

Bruce Ellison 

P.O. Box 2508 

Rapid City, South Dakota 57709 

Telephone: (605) 348-1117 

Email: belli4law@aol.com 

 

and 

 

THE MARTINEZ LAW FIRM, LLC 

 

By: /s/ Robin S. Martinez  

Robin S. Martinez, MO #36557/KS #23816 

1150 Grand Blvd., Suite 240 

Kansas City, Missouri 64106 

816.979.1620 phone 

816.398.7102 fax 

Email: robin.martinez@martinezlaw.net 

 

Attorneys for Dakota Rural Action 
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NOTICE OF PROBABLE VIOLATION 
PROPOSED CIVIL PENALTY 

and 
PROPOSED COMPLIANCE ORDER 

 
 
 
 

 
CERTIFIED MAIL - RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
 
 
November 20, 2015 
 
Mr. Vern Meier 
President 
TransCanada (TC) Oil Pipeline Operations, Inc. 
717 Texas Avenue 
Houston, Texas 77002-2761 
 

CPF 3-2015-5010 
 
Dear Mr. Meier: 
 
On multiple occasions between April 2 and November 15, 2012, representatives of the Pipeline 
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS), 
pursuant to Chapter 601 of 49 United States Code inspected TransCanada Oil Pipeline 
Operations Inc.’s (TransCanda’s) Keystone Pipeline throughout the central United States.  
Physical facilities and records were inspected on the mainline from the Canadian Border to 
Patoka, Illinois and the Cushing Extension. 
 
 
Background 
 
TransCanada’s Keystone Pipeline (Keystone) is a hazardous liquid pipeline transporting crude 
oil from Canada to facilities in the central United States comprised of the following two lines: 
 

• A 1,025-mile, 30-inch diameter, Mainline from the Canadian border at Cavalier County, 
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North Dakota, traversing the states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas 
and Missouri, to Wood River and Patoka, Illinois; and 

• A 291-mile, 36-inch diameter, Cushing Extension from Steele City (Jefferson County), 
Nebraska through Kansas, to Cushing (Marion County), Oklahoma. 

 
TransCanada completed construction of the Keystone mainline segment from the Canadian 
border to Steele City, Nebraska in 2008 followed by construction of the mainline segment from 
Steele City, Nebraska to Wood River and Patoka, Illinois in 2009-2010, all of which were then 
placed in service by June 30, 2010.  The Cushing Extension from Steele City, Nebraska to 
Cushing, Oklahoma was placed in service by February 8, 2011.   In October 2012, Keystone 
reported to PHMSA four significant metal loss anomalies from an in-line inspection (ILI) 
requiring immediate pressure reduction and verification digs in the Salisbury, Missouri to 
Patoka, Illinois segment (MP 868 to 1083).  The digs validated that stray current D.C. 
interference from foreign pipelines near MP 995 had caused four metal loss features over sixty 
percent deep (97%, 69%, 74%, 61%).  The 97% deep anomaly left a remaining wall thickness of 
0.0120 inch, which is less than 1/64 inch.  Keystone conducted a close interval survey in 
December 2011 which had identified cathodic protection potentials that were below criteria, 
along with the existence of interference from other pipeline operators in the vicinity.  A report, 
Corrosion Anomaly at MP 995 KS9 Salisbury to Patoka on Keystone Pipeline (Report), issued 
on November 21, 2012, identified the primary cause of the pitting mechanism as the inadequacy 
of the original CP design. The secondary cause identified was the timeliness of corrective actions 
that could have been accelerated to mitigate the corrosion. 
 
As a result of the inspection, it appears that TransCanada has committed probable violations of 
the Pipeline Safety Regulations, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations.  The items inspected and 
the probable violations are: 
 
1. §195.401  General requirements.  

(a) No operator may operate or maintain its pipeline systems at a level of safety 
lower than that required by this subpart and the procedures it is required to 
establish under §195.402(a) of this subpart. 
 

TransCanada did not operate the Steele City to Patoka and Cushing Extension at a level 
of safety as required by Subpart F and the procedures required by §195.402(a).  Part 195.402(a) 
requires each operator to prepare and follow procedures for normal operations and maintenance 
activities which are further described in §195.402(c)(3) to include “operating, maintaining, and 
repairing the pipeline system in accordance with each of the requirements of this subpart and 
subpart H of this part.”   Subpart H – Corrosion Control includes Part 195.563(a) which requires 
each pipeline to have cathodic protection (CP) in operation no later than 1 year after the pipeline 
is constructed.  

 
The mainline segment from Steele City, Nebraska to Patoka, Illinois was placed in 

service by June 30, 2010.   Corrective measures to complete the installation of the CP did not 
occur until November 2012 and then again in 2013.   According to the criteria in TransCanada’s 
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procedures and Part 195.563(a), adequate CP should have been in operation on the pipeline by 
June 30, 2011.   

 
 Upon investigation, the CP system was not designed properly as stated in TransCanada’s 
Corrosion Anomaly at MP 995 KS9 Salisbury to Patoka on Keystone Pipeline Report (Report), 
and did not meet its procedure TED-CP-DD Cathodic Protection Design Directive regarding 
sufficient current supplied to the pipeline as described in Section 9 “Current Required for 
Protection.” The summary of the Report found (in part): 

 
“The anomalies in the MP995 Anomaly Area were unprecedented…..(they) are believed 
to be a direct result of low cathodic protection levels caused by an inadequate cathodic 
protection design which did not fully consider all of the bare metallic structures including 
substation grounding grids in the pump stations.” 
 
 
In discussions with TransCanada’s personnel in November 2012 and as documented in 

the CP reports, TransCanada determined that design changes made to the pump stations early in 
the project were not communicated to the personnel designing the CP system.  The design 
changes in the pump stations created an increased demand for CP current, which was not 
adequately incorporated into the final design of the CP system.  In addition, the initial CP design 
only called for ground beds at the pump stations on the mainline between Steele City, Nebraska 
and Patoka, Illinois.  The CP system on the mainline from the Canadian border to Steele City, on 
the other hand, had ground beds at both the pump stations and midway between the pump 
stations.   

 
TransCanada’s initial CP survey of the Steele City to Patoka mainline completed in 

December 2010 and the Cushing Extension segments completed in August 2011 showed low CP 
in numerous locations.  As a result, TransCanada installed 12 new ground bed systems on the 
mainline between Steele City and Patoka and an additional 4 ground beds installed on the 
Cushing Extension in 2012.  An additional 5 ground beds were installed on the Steele City to 
Patoka segment of the mainline in 2013, primarily at the eastern end of the mainline just west of 
St. Louis.  An additional two ground beds were installed on the Cushing Extension in 2013.  

 
TransCanada operated its cathodic protection system on the Keystone Pipeline at a level 

of safety below that required by Subpart F; therefore specifically violating §195.401(a).    
 
 

2. §195.573  What must I do to monitor external corrosion control? 
 
(a)  Protected pipelines. You must do the following to determine whether cathodic 
protection required by this subpart complies with Sec. 195.571: 
 
(1)  Conduct tests on the protected pipeline at least once each calendar year, but 
with intervals not exceeding 15 months. However, if tests at those intervals are 
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impractical for separately protected short sections of bare or ineffectively coated 
pipelines, testing may be done at least once every 3 calendar years, but with 
intervals not exceeding 39 months. 
 

TransCanada failed to conduct tests to monitor the protected pipeline at least once each 
calendar year, but with intervals not exceeding 15 months.  According to TransCanada’s records, 
fifty-one (51) required annual cathodic protection test station readings were not taken from 2010 
to 2012 on the East Leg of Keystone from Steel City, Nebraska to Patoka, Illinois. Twenty-three 
(23) were from Steele City to Salisbury and the other twenty-eight 28 were from Salisbury to 
Patoka.  TransCanada provided no rational for the failure to conduct and record the required 
testing.  
 
 
3. §195.573  What must I do to monitor external corrosion control? 
 
  (e)  Corrective action. You must correct any identified deficiency in corrosion 

control as required by Sec. 195.401(b). 
 

TransCanada failed to correct cathodic protection deficiencies found in 62 locations within 
a reasonable time.  TransCanada’s records indicate deficiencies that remained uncorrected for 
multiple years. 

 
On the TransCanada Keystone Pipeline from Steel City, Nebraska to Patoka, Illinois 

compiled records from 2010 to 2012 documented the following 56 deficiencies: 
• 44 multiple-year cathodic protection test station deficient (low) readings with 5 

still not remediated by March 2013; 
• 3 test stations at 1 pump station not remediated by March 2013; and 
• 9 multiple-year cathodic protection deficient (low) readings at 5 valve sites. 

 
In addition, on the TransCanada Keystone Cushing Extension from Steele City, Nebraska 

to Cushing, Oklahoma records from 2010 to 2012 documented the following 6 deficiencies: 
• 3 mainline multiple-year cathodic protection test station deficient readings; and 
• 3 multiple-years of cathodic protection deficient readings at 1 pump station. 

 
 
4. §195.577  What must I do to alleviate interference currents? 
  

(a)  For pipelines exposed to stray currents, you must have a program to identify, 
test for, and minimize the detrimental effects of such currents. 

 
TransCanada failed to minimize the detrimental effect of interference currents on at least 

two areas under the influence of another pipeline CP system in a timely manner.  Records 
document that at MPs 991 to 998 on the mainline near St. Louis and MP 137 on the Cushing 
Extension, stray currents existed on the pipeline over a year after installing corrosion control 
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measures meant to alleviate the problem.  TransCanada reported to PHMSA on March 27, 2012, 
in the Special Permit Condition #37 Response, the existence of interference locations and 
mitigation efforts taken to address those problems. Phase 1 refers to the pipeline from the 
Canadian/US border to Illinois and Phase 2 refers to the Cushing Extension.  

The response stated in part: 
 
• “Phase 1 

o A review of the 2010 annual survey data indicates potential DC interference 
conditions existed at thirty (30) locations.  Prior to the 2011 annual survey, 
remedial action had been completed at all thirty (30) potential interference 
sites.  A review of 2011 annual survey data indicates the potential for DC 
interference exists at five (5) locations of which four (4) are from the initial 
sites identified in 2010; one (1) new location has been identified in 2011.  Site 
testing has been planned at these 5 sites in Q2 2012.” 

 
• “Phase 2 

o A review of the 2011 survey data indicates potential DC interference 
conditions existed at two (2) locations. 

o Both sites identified as having potential interference issues have had remedial 
facilities installed.” 

 
 

TransCanada’s own contractor finding from its National Pipeline Service report dated 
October 23, 2013 stated:  

 
“The existing cathodic protection systems at St. Paul and Hartford Pump Stations 
were installed and energized in June of 2010, approximately 9 months after 
installation of the pipeline. The temporary bonds were then installed 
approximately one year later in August of 2011, after baseline annual test point 
surveys indicated inadequate potentials and then ensuing investigation  
determined the strong possibility for stray current interference from neighboring 
pipelines.” 

 
Severe interference corrosion anomalies were identified in October 2012 near St. Louis MP 

998. On November 14, 2012, TransCanada’s Close Interval Survey dated November 14, 2012, 
showed interference current still on the pipeline from MP 991 to 998 which was 28 months after 
the pipeline was placed in service.  Keystone had knowledge of the foreign pipelines in these 
locations as this was a common pipeline corridor as shown in alignment sheets.  

 
TransCanada also continued to remediate interference on the Cushing Extension near MP 

137 through 2012 which involved another operator’s facility that had been in place over 50 
years.  TransCanada did not correct the interference until November 2, 2012, almost 21 months 
after deliveries began on February 8, 2011.  Problems continued to persist requiring one rectifier 
to be installed at MP 136.62 in May 2013.  TransCanada continued to identify anomalies from 
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low cathodic protection levels as documented in its Letter to PHMSA December 9, 2013 – KS 10 
Proposed Excavation. The letter stated: 

“In accordance with special condition 42, TransCanada hereby informs PHMSA 
of a proposed correlation excavation on the Cushing Extension of Keystone on or 
around Dec 20th, 2013. Specifically, the excavation is on the KS10 section in 
Kansas near the Burns receipt barrel. Although the metal loss anomaly is not in a 
HCA (or in a could affect segment), nor does it meet any prescribed response 
criteria, with a reported depth of 67%WT the feature has been flagged for 
correlation in support of the final report for the ILI. This feature is in an area of 
initially low CP potentials that were subsequently remediated with the addition of 
new anode beds. The dig sheet for the proposed excavation is attached.” 

The dig sheet called pits with depths of 34.1 to 66.9 percent through wall which were later 
validated in TransCanada’s “Summary of Initial Correlation Excavation on KS10” report to be 
32 to 34 percent through wall.  

The multiple anomalies found on TransCanada’s Keystone segments near St. Louis, 
Missouri and on the Cushing Extension near Burns, Kansas were the result of not correcting the 
effects of interference corrosion in a timely manner as required by §195.577. 

 
Proposed Civil Penalty 
Under 49 United States Code, § 60122, you are subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $200,000 
per violation per day the violation persists up to a maximum of $2,000,000 for a related series of 
violations.  For violations occurring prior to January 4, 2012, the maximum penalty may not 
exceed $100,000 per violation per day, with a maximum penalty not to exceed $1,000,000 for a 
related series of violations.     The Compliance Officer has reviewed the circumstances and 
supporting documentation involved in the above probable violation(s) and has recommended that 
you be preliminarily assessed a civil penalty of $187,200 as follows:  
 

          Item number PENALTY 
          1   $53,800 
          2   $51,800 
          3   $53,200 
          4   $28,400 

 
Proposed Compliance Order 
With respect to item(s) 1, 3, and 4 pursuant to 49 United States Code § 60118, the Pipeline and 
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration proposes to issue a Compliance Order to 
TransCanada.  Please refer to the Proposed Compliance Order, which is enclosed and made a 
part of this Notice. 
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Response to this Notice 
Enclosed as part of this Notice is a document entitled Response Options for Pipeline Operators 
in Compliance Proceedings.  Please refer to this document and note the response options.  All 
material you submit in response to this enforcement action may be made publicly available.  If 
you believe that any portion of your responsive material qualifies for confidential treatment 
under 5 U.S.C. 552(b), along with the complete original document you must provide a second 
copy of the document with the portions you believe qualify for confidential treatment redacted 
and an explanation of why you believe the redacted information qualifies for confidential 
treatment under 5 U.S.C. 552(b).  If you do not respond within 30 days of receipt of this Notice, 
this constitutes a waiver of your right to contest the allegations in this Notice and authorizes the 
Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety to find facts as alleged in this Notice without further 
notice to you and to issue a Final Order. 
 
In your correspondence on this matter, please refer to CPF 3-2015-5010 and for each document 
you submit, please provide a copy in electronic format whenever possible. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Allan C. Beshore 
Director, Central Region, OPS 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 
 
 
Enclosures: Proposed Compliance Order 
   Response Options for Pipeline Operators in Compliance Proceedings 
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PROPOSED COMPLIANCE ORDER 
 
 
Pursuant to 49 United States Code § 60118, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA) proposes to issue to TransCanada (TC) Oil Pipeline Operations, Inc. a 
Compliance Order incorporating the following remedial requirements to ensure the compliance 
of TransCanada Oil Pipeline Operations, Inc. with the pipeline safety regulations: 
 

1. In regard to Items Number 1 and 4 of the Notice pertaining to an inadequate 
cathodic protection system, TC Keystone must provide records of facilities 
installed and close interval surveys taken on the Keystone Pipeline confirming 
that the pipeline is adequately protected on the East Leg segment from Steele 
City, Nebraska to Patoka, Illinois and interference currents have been alleviated. 
 

2. In regard to Item Number 3 of the Notice pertaining to deficiencies in corrosion 
control, TC Keystone must correct the remaining deficiencies listed in Item 3 of 
the NOPV and record the cathodic protection pipe-to-soil potentials. 

 
3. TC Keystone must provide the records in Item 1 and 2 of the proposed 

compliance order within six (6) months of the date of the Final Order. 
 
4. It is requested (not mandated) that TransCanada (TC) Oil Pipeline Operations Inc. 

maintain documentation of the safety improvement costs associated with fulfilling 
this Compliance Order and submit the total to Allan Beshore, Director, Central 
Region, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration.  It is requested 
that these costs be reported in two categories: 1) total cost associated with 
preparation/revision of plans, procedures, studies and analyses, and 2) total cost 
associated with replacements, additions and other changes to pipeline 
infrastructure. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

 
I hereby certify that on this 18th day of December 2015, Dakota Rural Action transmitted a copy of 

the foregoing via email to the following: 

 

Patricia Van Gerpen 

Executive Director 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

500 E. Capitol Ave. 

Pierre, SD  57501 

patty.vangerpen@state.sd.us 

Kristen Edwards 

Staff Attorney 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

500 E. Capitol Ave. 

Pierre, SD  57501 

Kristen.edwards@state.sd.us 

Brian Rounds 

Staff Analyst 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

500 E. Capitol Ave. 

Pierre, SD  57501 

brian.rounds@state.sd.us 

Darren Kearney 

Staff Analyst 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

500 E. Capitol Ave. 

Pierre, SD  57501 

darren.kearney@state.sd.us 

James E. Moore 

Woods, Fuller, Shultz and Smith P.C.  

PO Box 5027  

Sioux Falls, SD 57117 

james.moore@woodsfuller.com 

Attorney for TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP 

William G. Taylor 

Taylor Law Firm  

2921 e. 57th St. #10  

Sioux Falls, SD 57108 

bill.taylor@williamgtaylor.com 

Attorney for TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP 

Paul F. Seamans 

27893 249th St. 

Draper, SD 57531 

jacknife@goldenwest.net 

John H. Harter 

28125 307th Ave. 

Winner, SD 57580 

johnharter11@yahoo.com 

 

Elizabeth Lone Eagle 

PO Box 160 

Howes, SD 57748 

bethcbest@gmail.com 

Tony Rogers 

Rosebud Sioux Tribe - Tribal Utility Commission 

153 S. Main St.  

Mission, SD 57555 

tuc@rosebudsiouxtribe-nsn.gov 

Viola Waln  

PO Box 937 

Rosebud, SD 57570 

walnranch@goldenwest.net 

Jane Kleeb 

Bold Nebraska 

1010 N. Denver Ave. 

Hastings, NE 68901 

jane@boldnebraska.org 

 

Benjamin D. Gotschall 

Bold Nebraska 

6505 W. Davey Rd. 

Raymond, NE 68428 

ben@boldnebraska.org 

Byron T. Steskal & Diana L. Steskal 

707 E. 2nd St. 

Stuart NE 68780 

prairierose@nntc.net 
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Cindy Myers, R.N. 

PO Box 104 

Stuart, NE 68780 

csmyers77@hotmail.com 

Arthur R. Tanderup 

52343 857th Rd. 

Neligh, NE 68756 

atanderu@gmail.com 

Lewis GrassRope 

PO Box 61 

Lower Brule, SD 57548 

wisestar8@msn.com 

Carolyn P. Smith 

305 N. 3rd St. 

Plainview, NE 68769 

peachie_1234@yahoo.com 

Robert G. Allpress 

46165 Badger Rd. 

Naper, NE 68755 

bobandnan2008@hotmail.com 

Peter Capossela, P.C. 

Attorney at Law 

PO Box 10643 

Eugene, OR 97440 

pcapossela@nu-world.com 

Attorney for Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 

Louis T. Genung 

902 E. 7th St. 

Hastings, NE 68901 

tg64152@windstream.net 

Gary F. Dorr 

27853 292nd 

Winner, SD 57580 

gfdorr@gmail.com 

Nancy Hilding 

6300 W. Elm 

Black Hawk, SD 57718  

nhilshat@rapidnet.com 

Wrexie Lainson Bardaglio 

9748 Arden Rd. 

Trumansburg, NY 14886 

wrexie.bardaglio@gmail.com 

 

Bruce & RoxAnn Boettcher 

Boettcher Organics 

86061 Edgewater Ave. 

Bassett, NE 68714 

boettcherann@abbnebraska.com 

Eric Antoine 

Attorney  

Rosebud Sioux Tribe 

PO Box 430 

Rosebud, SD 57570 

ejantoine@hotmail.com 

William Kindle 

President 

Rosebud Sioux Tribe 

PO Box 430 

Rosebud, SD 57570 

William.Kindle@rst-nsn.gov 

Chris Hesla 

South Dakota Wildlife Federation 

PO Box 7075 

Pierre, SD 57501 

sdwf@mncomm.com 

Paula Antoine 

Sicangu Oyate Land Office Coordinator  

Rosebud Sioux Tribe 

PO Box 658 

Rosebud, SD 57570 

wopila@gwtc.net 

paula.antoine@rosebudsiouxtribe-nsn.gov 

Bonny Kilmurry 

47798 888 Rd. 

Atkinson, NE 68713 

jackiekilmurry@yahoo.com 

Harold C. Frazier 

Chairman 

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 

PO Box 590 

Amy Schaffer 

PO Box 114  

Louisville, NE 68037 

amyannschaffer@gmail.com 

031503

https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=csmyers77@hotmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=atanderu@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=wisestar8@msn.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=peachie_1234@yahoo.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=bobandnan2008@hotmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=pcapossela@nu-world.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=tg64152@windstream.net
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=gfdorr@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=nhilshat@rapidnet.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=wrexie.bardaglio@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=boettcherann@abbnebraska.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=ejantoine@hotmail.com
mailto:William.Kindle@rst-nsn.gov
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=sdwf@mncomm.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=wopila@gwtc.net
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=paula.antoine@rosebudsiouxtribe-nsn.gov
mailto:jackiekilmurry@yahoo.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=amyannschaffer@gmail.com
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Eagle Butte, SD 57625 

haroldcfrazier@yahoo.com 

Debbie J. Trapp 

24952 US HWY 14 

Midland, SD 57552 

mtdt@goldenwest.net 

Gena M. Parkhurst 

2825 Minnewasta Place 

Rapid City, SD 57702 

gmp66@hotmail.com 

Joye Braun 

PO Box 484 

Eagle Butte, SD 57625 

jmbraun57625@gmail.com 

Robert Flying Hawk, Chairman 

Yankton Sioux Tribe 

PO Box 1153 

Wagner, SD 57380 

Robertflyinghawk@gmail.com 

Thomasina Real Bird 

Fredericks Peebles & Morgan LLP 

1900 Plaza Dr. 

Louisville, CO 80027 

trealbird@ndnlaw.com 

Attorney for Yankton Sioux Tribe 

Chastity Jewett 

1321 Woodridge Dr. 

Rapid City, SD 57701 

chasjewett@gmail.com 

 

Tom BK Goldtooth 

Indigenous Environmental Network (IEN)  

PO Box 485 

Bemidji, MN 56619 

ien@igc.org 

Dallas Goldtooth 

38371 Res. HWY 1 

Morton, MN 56270 

goldtoothdallas@gmail.com 

Robert P. Gough, Secretary  

Intertribal Council on Utility Policy  

PO Box 25 

Rosebud, SD 57570  

bobgough@intertribalCOUP.org 

Terry & Cheryl Frisch 

47591 875th Rd. 

Atkinson, NE 68713 

tcfrisch@q.com 

Tracey Zephier 

Fredericks Peebles & Morgan LLP 

910 5th St., Suite 104 

Rapid City, SD 57701 

tzephier@ndnlaw.com 

Attorney for Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 

Matthew L. Rappold 

Rappold Law Office 

816 Sixth Street 

PO Box 873 

Rapid City, SD 57709 

Matt.rappold01@gmail.com 

Attorney for Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Intervenor 

Ms. Mary Turgeon Wynne, Esq. 

Rosebud Sioux Tribe - Tribal Utility Commission 

153 S. Main St 

Mission, SD 57555 

tuc@rosebudsiouxtribe-nsn.gov 

Ms. Kimberly E. Craven 

3560 Catalpa Way 

Bouleder, CO 80304 

kimcraven@gmail.com 

Attorney for Indigenous Environmental Network 

031504

https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=mtdt@goldenwest.net
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=gmp66@hotmail.com
maito:jmbraun57625@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=Robertflyinghawk@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=trealbird@ndnlaw.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=chasjewett@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=ien@igc.org
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=goldtoothdallas@gmail.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=bobgough@intertribalCOUP.org
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=tcfrisch@q.com
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=tzephier@ndnlaw.com
mailto:Matt.rappold01@gmail.com
mailto:tuc@rosebudsiouxtribe-nsn.gov
mailto:kimcraven@gmail.com
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Mr. James P. White 

Attorney  

TransCanada Keystone Pipeline, LP 

Ste. 225 

1250 Eye St., NW 

Washington, DC 20005 

jim_p_white@transcanada.com  

 

Mr. Travis Clark - Representing:  

Fredericks Peebles & Morgan LLP 

910 5th St., Ste. 104  

Rapid City, SD 57701 

tclark@ndnlaw.com 

Attorney for Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 

 

And on December 18, 2015, a true and accurate copy of the foregoing was mailed via U.S. Mail, 

first class postage prepaid, to the following: 

 

Jerry Jones 

22584 US HWY 14 

Midland SD 57552 

Ronald Fees 

17401 Fox Ridge Rd. 

Opal, SD 57758 

Elizabeth Lone Eagle 

PO Box 160 

Howes, SD 57748 

 

 

/s/ Robin S. Martinez  

Attorney for Dakota Rural Action 

 

031505

mailto:jim_p_white@transcanada.com
mailto:tclark@ndnlaw.com
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